Recently, Tao and Mo (TM) derived a meta-generalized gradient approximation based on a model exchange-correlation hole. In this work, the performance of this functional is assessed on standard test sets, using the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set. These test sets include 223 G3/99 enthalpies of formation, 99 atomization energies, 76 barrier heights, 58 electron affinities, 8 proton affinities, 96 bond lengths, 82 harmonic vibrational frequencies, 10 hydrogen-bonded molecular complexes, and 22 atomic excitation energies. Our calculations show that the TM functional can achieve high accuracy for most properties considered, relative to the LSDA, PBE, and TPSS functionals. In particular, it yields the best accuracy for proton affinities, harmonic vibrational frequencies, hydrogen-bonded dissociation energies and bond lengths, and atomic excitation energies.
Introduction
Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) 1 provides an efficient description of the electronic structure of molecules and solids. In this theory, only the exchange-correlation energy component accounting for all many-body effects must be approximated as a functional of the electron density. Owing to the rapid development of exchange-correlation density functional approximations, DFT has achieved a high degree of sophistication and become a standard technique of electronic structure calculations. However, despite considerable progress in the development of density functional approximations, there remains a strong demand for new density functionals with higher accuracy and wider applicability. 26, 27 Depending on the type of their ingredients, density functionals can be divided into two broad categories: semilocal and nonlocal. Semilocal functionals employ local or semilocal information, such as the electron density, density gradient, and the Kohn-Sham kinetic energy density, to calculate the exchange-correlation energy, while nonlocal functionals 23,28-31 make use of additional information beyond that of semilocal DFT, such as the exact exchange energy density. Nonlocal functionals provide more accurate description than semilocal approximations for problems in which nonlocality is important (e.g., band gaps, atomization energy, charge transfer, and reaction barriers), but they are computationally more expensive and more difficult to develop and implement. Semilocal DFT can be further divided into three sub-categories: local spin-density approximation (LSDA) 32 which uses the local spin-densities as inputs, generalizedgradient approximation (GGA) 33, 3, 34, 35, 6, 36, 37 which takes the spin-density gradients as additional inputs, and meta-GGA 9, 20, 38 with the kinetic energy densities as additional inputs. The functional form of GGAs is quite restrictive, but the form of meta-GGAs is more flexible. This
Computational method
Because the exchange and correlation parts of a density functional have different coordinate 41 and spin 42, 43 scaling properties, they are usually approximated separately. In the development of an exchange functional, one only needs to consider spin-unpolarized densities.
The spin-polarized form is then obtained by the exact spin-scaling relationship, 42 , 2 2 2 2.
For the correlation part, the exact spin-dependence is known only in the high-density limit. 44 Therefore, in the development of a correlation functional, one has to consider its spin-dependence for any spin polarization.
For spin-unpolarized densities, the exchange part of the TM meta-GGA functional 39 is the kinetic energy density, and x F is the enhancement factor. The inhomogeneity effects enter the meta-GGA functional via the enhancement factor, which was derived from the exchange hole via the density matrix expansion (DME) and finally corrected to satisfy the fourth-order gradient expansion of the exchange energy for the slowly varying density. 39 The slowly varying correction may not be so significant for molecular systems, but it is important for solids and surfaces, because the typical valence electron density of bulk solids is slowly varying. In surface energy calculations, it involves the energy calculations on surfaces as well as in bulk solids. The TM exchange enhancement factor is expressed as
where w is the weight factor given by
SC x
F represents the slowly varying correction (SC) 
where
is the relative spin polarization and 2
. 35, 45 In the lowdensity limit, the exchange-correlation energy should become spin-independent, because two charged particles far apart from each other interact via the Coulomb interaction, regardless of whether they are bosons or fermions. 46 For example, in the dissociation limit of the H 2 molecule, each H atom can be spin-up or spin-down, without changing the total energy of the dissociated molecule. This limit was used to construct the TPSS correlation functional. It has also been recently employed to improve the TPSS correlation for the one-electron Gaussian density, leading to the TM correlation functional (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 39 for comparison of TM and TPSS).
Like the TPSS correlation, the TM correlation satisfies two other exact constraints: (i) It recovers the slowly varying gradient expansion, 44 and (ii) it is one-electron self-interaction-free.
A nice feature of the TM functional is that the underlying exchange-correlation hole is known. The exchange part of the hole was derived from the DME, while the correlation part takes the form proposed by Constantin, Perdew, and Tao, 40 with the TPSS correlation energy density replaced by the TM correlation energy density. (The modification of the TPSS correlation energy is equivalent to the modification of the TPSS correlation hole, because the latter can be reverse-engineered 40 from the former.)
In the present work, we focus on the performance of the TM functional on energetic and structural properties of molecules. The tested properties include standard enthalpies of formation, atomization energies, reaction barrier heights, electron affinities, proton affinities, bond lengths, vibrational frequencies, H-bond dissociation energies and bond lengths, and atomic excitation energies. In order for the assessment to be reliable, we adopted the large basis set 6-311++G(3df,3pd) for most of our calculations. All integrals were evaluated on ultrafine grids (Grid=UltraFine). All molecular geometry optimizations were performed with the Opt=Tight option. The TM functional was implemented by modifying the Gaussian 09
program. 47 We use the mean error (ME), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the largest individual deviation to characterize and compare the accuracy of various density functionals.
Deviations of calculated properties for individual species is available in the supplementary material. 48 
Results and Discussion

Thermochemical Properties
In the present work, we assess the accuracy of the TM functional on thermochemical 
Standard enthalpies of formation
The standard enthalpy of formation is defined as the enthalpy change during the chemical reaction in which one mole of the compound is formed from its constituent elements, with all substances in their standard states at 1 atm (1 atm = 101.3 kPa). Standard enthalpies of
f H  ) were obtained from total atomic and molecular energies using the experimental atomic data and methodology described by Curtiss et al. 53, 55 In order to make direct comparison of the TM functional with other DFT methods reported in the literature, in this work we adopt the procedure of Staroverov et al. 34 which uses the equilibrium B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) geometries in combination with the B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) zero-point energies (ZPE) and thermal corrections obtained with a frequency scale factor of 0.9854. Total electronic energies are calculated for those geometries using the much larger basis set 6-311++G(3df,3pd).
As shown in Table I (see Tables S1 and S2 for molecule-specific data), the TM functional is more accurate for standard enthalpies of formation than many other approximations, but it is less accurate than the VSXC, TPSS, PKZB, HCTH, and hybrid functionals. Similar to other functionals, but unlike TPSS, the error of the TM functional increases with increasing molecular size (from G2 to G3). However, the rate of this error increase is the smallest for TM, compared to other functionals. The largest error occurs for molecules containing reference atoms with a relatively large spin polarization such as O, S, N, Si, F, and Cl, as in other methods except TPSS. 
Atomization energies
The atomization energy of a molecule is defined as the difference between the total energies of the molecule and the free constituent atoms, all at 0 K. In the present work, the atomization energies were evaluated for the W4-08 test set, 54 which includes 99 small molecules. The equilibrium geometries of all the molecules in this test set and electronic energies (not including ZPE) for those geometries were obtained using the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set. Listed in Table II subset are marginally smaller than the corresponding MAEs of the total W4-08 set for every functional. However, the MAEs for the total W4-08 test set are significantly smaller than those for the G3 test set containing 75 larger molecules. We attribute this disparity to the facts that dispersion interactions between atoms in a molecule are more important for the larger G3 molecules than for the W4-08 set and that conventional density functionals cannot entirely capture these interactions. (DFT methods also have difficulty in describing intermolecular forces because they miss nonlocal long-range van der Waals interactions). [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] Apart from the inadequate description of dispersion interaction, there are two other potential sources of error. First, the atomization energy of a molecule depends on the accuracy of atomic energies, which could be problematic. 64 In most cases, the electron density is spinunpolarized in a molecule, but spin-polarized in the constituent atoms. Although the spin-dependence in the exchange part of a density functional is exact due to the simple spin scaling relationship, the spin-dependence of correlation energy is not, meaning that the spindependence of atomic energies may be less accurate than that of molecular energies. Second, semilocal functionals make relatively large errors for molecules with electrons occupying antibonding orbitals, where the electron density is rapidly varying. 
Electron affinities
The electron affinity (EA) is the energy released when a free electron becomes attached to an atom or molecule. EA is defined as the difference between the total energies (including ZPE) at 0 K of an anion and its neutral counterpart. Listed in Table III 
Proton affinities
The proton affinity (PA) of species is a measure of its gas-phase basicity. PA is defined as the difference between the ground-state energies (including ZPE) of the neutral species and the corresponding protonated counterpart. The PAs for the 8 species of the G3/99 test set are listed in Table IV . We see that the TM functional gives the most accurate proton energies among non-hybrid DFT methods considered. Its error is comparable to those of hybrid functionals which, however, come with a higher computational cost. 
Bond Lengths
To evaluate the accuracy of the TM functional with regard to equilibrium bond lengths (r e ), we adopted the T-96R test set 19 Table V shows that TM provides the most accurate description for molecular bond lengths, compared to other non-hybrid DFT methods, while it is slightly less accurate than hybrid functionals. 
Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies
The harmonic vibrational frequency (ω e ) is the frequency of the idealized harmonic vibration of the molecule. 
Reaction barrier heights
Calculation of reaction barrier heights presents a great challenge to semilocal DFT due to the presence of stretched bonds in the transition state. To evaluate the performance of the TM density functional for reaction barrier heights, we adopted the BH76 test set 72 which includes 38 hydrogen transfer barrier heights and 38 non-hydrogen transfer barrier heights. Since the transition state is highly sensitive to the basis set, the geometries of the reactants, transition states, and products are optimized at QCISD/MG3 level. The single-point calculation of energy (not including ZPE) is performed with the MG3S basis set. Listed in Table VII are the errors for reaction barrier height BH76 set. Barrier heights for individual reactions are available in Table   S8 of the supplemental material. 48 Like other semilocal functionals, the TM functional tends to underestimate reaction barrier heights (Table VII) Reaction barrier heights are generally predicted more accurately by nonlocal density functionals (e.g., hybrid functionals incorporating exact exchange) because such functionals exhibit a lower delocalization error 27 for species with stretched bonds (i.e., transition states).
From Table VII , we can see the large reduction of errors in reaction barrier heights from nonhybrid to hybrid functionals (e.g., from PBE to PBE0 and from TPSS to TPSSh). 
Atomic excitation energies
Accurate prediction of excitation energies presents a great challenge to semilocal DFT, 44 even in the non-adiabatic regime. 75 In this work, we assess the TM functional on the lowest singlet excitation energies of 13 atoms using time-dependent DFT 76, 77 within the adiabatic approximation 78,79 and the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set. As seen from Table VIII, 
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have made a comprehensive assessment of the nonempirical TM meta-GGA functional on standard molecular test sets. Our calculations show that, among all the nonhybrid functionals considered, the TM functional achieves consistently high accuracy for most properties. For excitation energies, proton affinities, harmonic vibrational frequencies, as well as dissociation energies and bond lengths of hydrogen-bonded complexes, it is competitive with or even more accurate than commonly used hybrid functionals, but has a lower computational cost, making the TM approximation an attractive candidate for molecular electronic structure calculations. This accuracy greatly benefits from the improved description of short-range interaction.
A striking feature of the TM functional is that it incorporates many exact constraints through the underlying exchange hole: (1) negativity, (2) uniform coordinate scaling, 41 (3) spin scaling relationship, 42 and (4) correct uniform-gas limit. These conditions are also satisfied by the density matrix expansion-based VSXC and M06-L meta-GGA functionals. In addition, the small-u behavior 81 (where u is the separation between an electron and the hole around the electron) and the sum rule have been also considered with the TM functional. However, the exact fourth-order gradient expansion constraint has to be imposed separately, because the hole is only ensured to be correct in the uniform-gas limit.
The high accuracy of the TM functional greatly benefits from the fact that its exchange enhancement factor shows a slight oscillatory behavior, 82 like VSXC and M06-L. This behavior enables TM functional to capture or extend the short-range part of the van der Waals interaction, due to the de-enhancement in some regions, leading to the improvement of noncovalent interactions. However, since the correct gradient expansion in the slowly varying limit has not been considered with VSXC and M06L and since they were trained only on molecular data sets, they are much more popular in quantum chemistry than in condensed matter physics. Nevertheless, due to the recovery of the correct uniform-gas limit, they also perform quite well for solids. Unlike VSXC and M06L, the TM correlation functional was developed separately from the exchange part. It respects all the exact conditions that the TPSS correlation satisfies, and is an improvement over TPSS in the low-density (strong-interaction)
limit.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that in the development of the TM functional, the LiebOxford bound 83, 84 has not been considered. The reason is that while this bound is an exact constraint for the integrated exchange energy, 85 it is locally violated by the conventional exact exchange energy density. 86 In another paper 87 submitted elsewhere, we have made assessment on the performance of TM functional for solids. Our results show that TM functional also performs very well for many properties considered. In particular, it yields the best lattice constants among many accurate density functionals included for comparison.
